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Can Autonomous Art Change the World?
On Heidegger’s Understanding of the Political Significance
of Art

Andrea Kern

1. Three Models of the Aesthetic
Since Kant’s aesthetics, aesthetics has been divided into two competing 

traditions: On the one hand, there is the program of autonomous aesthet-

ics in Kant’s sense. According to this tradition, works of art are meaning-

ful artefacts that are structurally distinct from other meaningful artefacts 

in that they are not aimed at having any specific meaning and resist any 

specification of such a meaning. On the other hand, one finds the pro-

gram of hermeneutic aesthetics. According to this program, the idea of 

“l’art pour l’art” rests on a misinterpretation of the relation between the 

aesthetic and the non-aesthetic. Against autonomous aesthetics, it can be 

objected that there cannot, in principle, be “l’art pour l’art”. Every mean-

ingful artefact is in principle aimed at fulfilling a meaning.

However, the proponents of hermeneutic aesthetics disagree about 

what the meaning of the aesthetic is exactly. So hermeneutic aesthetics 

itself divides into the aesthetics of truth, which has its roots in Hegel and 

continues through Gadamer, and political aesthetics, whose paradigmatic 

proponent is certainly Bertolt Brecht. The central idea of the aesthetics 

of truth is that the meaning of a work of art consists in the presentation 

of fundamental truths. These can be “eternal” truths or truths that are 

characteristic of a certain historical period. The central idea of political 

aesthetics is that the meaning of a work of art is determined by the fact 

that it enlightens the viewer about the political situation in a way that 

changes his thinking and his actions. Political aesthetics is not only con-

cerned with truth, but also with change.

These three models of aesthetics obviously correspond to three differ-

ent conceptions of the aesthetic viewer: Autonomous aesthetics under-

stands the viewer primarily as the subject of self-sufficient contemplation, 

the aesthetics of truth understands the viewer primarily as an epistemic 

subject, and political aesthetics regards him as the subject of a transform-
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ation. Contemplation, knowledge, transformation: since Kant, the aes-

thetic viewer has moved within this aesthetic triangle.

There have been attempts in 20th century aesthetics to combine all 

three conceptions of the aesthetic with one another. Adorno tried to com-

bine autonomous aesthetics with the aesthetics of truth. Heidegger, in his 

essay Der Ursprung des Kunstwerkes, tried to show that all three models, 

the contemplative, the cognitive, and the transformative, are elements of 

one single united aesthetic model. In what follows, I want to focus on 

Heidegger’s attempt to reach such a synthesis. Art would then be every-

thing at the same time: a place of contemplation, a place of knowledge, 

and a place of transformation.

In what follows, I would like to ask whether and how Heidegger 

achieved this synthesis. I will show that Heidegger’s thesis about the 

interconnection of aesthetic autonomy, truth, and change can be inter-

preted in two different ways. These two interpretations are diametrically 

opposed insofar as they are connected with two fundamentally different 

conceptions of what truth and, correspondingly, the transformative char-

acter of art consist in.1

2. The Autonomy of Art
In his essay on the work of art, Heidegger argues for the following three 

claims:

1.  Art has a meaningful way of being which cannot be reduced to the 

way of being of objects of use. Let us call this the thesis of autonomy.

2.  The essence of art consists in “truth’s putting-itself-into-the-work” 

(SichinsWerkSetzen der Wahrheit).2 Let us call this the thesis of 

truth.

3.  The essence consists in a “foundation of truth” (Stiftung der Wahr

heit), which “grounds history” (die Geschichte gründet).3 Let us call 

this the thesis of transformation.

According to Heidegger, all three theses are essentially connected with 

one another in the following way: The second thesis, the thesis of truth, 

is supposed to be an argument for the first thesis, the thesis of autonomy. 

The third thesis, the thesis of transformation, is supposed to follow from 

the second thesis, the thesis of truth. This would mean that art has an 

autonomous way of being because it is a place where truth puts itself into 

the work. And because it is a place where truth puts itself into the work, it 

is supposed to follow that it “grounds history” and causes a change in the 

world and in the subjects.
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Let us first take a look at the thesis of autonomy: Heidegger begins his 

thoughts on art with a specification of the ontology of a work of art. The 

concept of a work of art can be understood neither from the concept of a 

thing nor from the concept of a tool (Zeug). The concept of a work of art 

designates a third ontological category over and above things and tools. 

Hence, by saying that van Gogh’s painting, which Heidegger interprets in 

his essay, is a work of art, we are saying that this object belongs to a realm 

of objects whose way of being is irreducible to the way of being of those 

objects that are tools or things.

Heidegger determines the special way of being of a work of art by call-

ing it “truth’s putting itself into the work”.4 Hence, Heidegger wants to say 

that works of art are only real in the way of a process of truth putting itself 

into the work. We should be aware how radical this procedural specifica-

tion of art is: Heidegger does not say that works of art are in the first place 

existing objects, in which an additional process of truth putting itself into 

the work takes place. He says that works of art are real only in the way of 

this process. If no such process of truth’s putting itself into the work takes 

place, then there is no work of art.5

According to Heidegger, the reason that works of art are autonomous en-

tities which have their own way of being is that in them, truth is putting it-

self into the work. Therefore, the point of the thesis of truth is to explain and 

to give reasons for what it means that works of art are autonomous entities. 

Art is autonomous exactly because its way of being consists in a process, in a 

process of truth putting itself into the work. What does that mean?

3. The Essence of Truth: Clearing and Concealment
First, therefore, let us ask what Heidegger means by truth. In his essay on 

the work of art he says: The essence of truth consists in a conflict between 

clearing (Lichtung) and concealment (Verbergung). We can figure out 

what exactly this is supposed to mean by looking at Heidegger’s critique, 

since Being and Time, of the traditional concept of truth. I understand 

Heidegger’s critique as follows: The understanding of truth according to 

which truth is a predicate which we use to attribute a property to a prop-

osition, namely the property of agreeing with the stated fact, is a deriva-

tive understanding of the concept of truth. It is not a false understanding, 

we can talk this way, but only if we keep the following in mind: in a 

fundamental sense, the concept of truth designates a predicate that we do 

not use to describe a property of our understanding as it refers to beings 

(auf Seiendes bezogen), but rather the “measure” of this understanding.6 

But if this is the fundamental meaning of the concept of truth – truth as 
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the measure of our understanding –, then the crucial question is: how is 

it possible that our understanding can have such a truth-oriented refer-

ence to beings? That is, how is it possible that “beings as they are” can be 

“giving the measure and be binding” in our understanding?7

The concept Heidegger uses in Being and Time to designate the pre -

re qui  site that is necessary for this, is the concept of disclosure (Erschlossen

heit).8 In his essay on the work of art, he replaces this concept with the 

concept of clearing (Lichtung).

Beings as beings can only be, if they stand into and out of the cleared of this clear-

ing. Only this clearing gives and guarantees us humans a passageway to beings 

that we ourselves are not and the access to those beings that we ourselves are.9

In his essay on the work of art, Heidegger connects the concept of clearing 

very closely with the concept of language. The “clearing of beings” takes place 

“in language”.10 Because of this, we can describe the pre re quisites for the 

truth-oriented character of our understanding, which Heideg ger is referring 

to with the concept of clearing, in a first step as follows: To have at one’s dis-

posal a language and thereby to have at one’s disposal an understanding of a 

meaningful totality of, as Heidegger says, “paths and references”,11 is the pre-

requisite for beings, such as they are, to be the measure of our understand-

ing. Heidegger also calls this meaningful totality which “gives the measure” 

for our individual perfor mances of understanding, the world:12

The world is the opening openness of the wide paths of the simple and essential 

decisions in the fate of a historical people.13

It follows that the concept of world designates the formal correlate of 

what a human being or a whole people has already “disclosed in advance” 

when it is referring to beings.14 

It is now crucial for Heidegger’s understanding of art how he describes 

the way of being of this always already performed disclosing of the world 

that he now calls “clearing”. He characterizes it by two features. First, 

it is essential to the clearing that it is performative. Second, it follows 

from this that the clearing is “in itself at the same time concealment”.15 

So because it is essential that the disclosing of world has a performative 

character, Heidegger wants to argue, a failure in the double form of not-

understanding (“failing”) and error (“obstructing”) is an essential part of 

the understanding of beings. The essence of truth therefore consists in 

a conflict between clearing and concealment. Heidegger calls this con-

flict the “primal conflict”. Something like truth only exists in this conflict: 

“truth establishes […] itself as conflict”.16
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Let us first clarify the first step: With the thesis of the performative 

character of our understanding of the world, Heidegger is rejecting the 

idea that the world is an object of our understanding that we can bring 

in front of us independently of and outside of individual performances 

of understanding of beings.17 The understanding of world, which is the 

prerequisite for the understanding of beings, is only in the performance 

of the under standing of beings:

The world is never an object that stands in front of us and can be looked at. World 

is that which never has the character of an object to which we are subjected.18

From this performative character of the understanding of world, Heideg-

ger concludes that the concealment or the failing of the understanding of 

beings in the form of not-understanding and error is part of the essence 

of under standing. But why should this be so? This is so, Heidegger argues, 

because the understanding then rests on a ground that is at the same time 

an “abyss” (AbGrund).19 

We can see what Heidegger’s thesis means, when we see that it neces-

sarily follows from how he characterizes the way of being of our under-

standing of the world as performance: If our understanding of the world 

is the perfor mative prerequisite for our understanding of beings, which 

has its mea sure in these beings, this then means that our understanding 

of the world cannot give us, independently of beings, criteria that we can 

use as grounds for our understanding of beings. The grounds on the basis 

of which we decide to understand beings in this way or that, have to refer 

to the beings as they are.20 Such a way of referring to beings as they are is 

only possible if the beings are showing themselves to us as they are and 

are not presenting themselves to us differently from how they are. This 

means, however, that beings have to make it possible for us out of their own 

accord to have a ground for understanding them in this way and not in an-

other. It follows that every decision of understanding rests on a ground that 

depends on something which the one who understands cannot provide 

himself with, that is, the beings revealing themselves. “Every decision,” says 

Heidegger, “rests on something unaccomplished, concealed, deceiving”.21 

When we decide to understand beings in this way and not differently, then 

the truth of this decision does not just depend on something that we do: 

that we base our decision on a ground. Rather, the truth of this decision also 

depends on what beings do themselves: whether they give us a ground for 

such a decision by showing themselves as they are.

And because of that, grounds are abysses for Heidegger. Our under-

standing can fail because beings have to show themselves to us in order 
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for us to be able to understand them, and because this showing-them-

selves can either be a revealing-themselves or a concealment. The fact that 

we can be deceived about beings is essentially due to the fact that beings 

can deceive us. “That beings as appearances can be deceptive is the condi-

tion for the fact that we can be deceived, not the other way around.”22

4. The Essence of Art: World and Earth
In the light of this, let us now consider Heidegger’s claim that the essence 

of art consists in a process of truth putting-itself-into-the-work, that is, 

of truth in the sense of its essence. Heidegger writes: “In the work of art 

truth is at work, so not just something true.”23 That which is at work in the 

work of art, Heidegger wants to say, is not just simply a true understand-

ing but a performance of understanding itself, in such a way that in this 

performance its conflict-structure is “revealed”.24 The unity of the work of 

art therefore itself has to consist in a conflict. It consists, says Heidegger, 

“in disputing the conflict between world and earth”.25

Just as every ordinary understanding is characterized by a conflict be-

tween clearing and concealment, as we have seen above, the work of art 

according to Heidegger is also characterized by a conflict. In contrast to 

the ordinary under standing, however, it is now supposed to be the case 

that the work of art does not simply perform this conflict, but performs it 

in such a way that it reveals this conflict at the same time. In the work of 

art, “this conflict is fixed into the form of the work and is revealed by it”.26 

In the work of art, the conflict that characterizes every understanding is 

supposed to be revealed. 

How does the work of art do that? Heidegger says: The work of art per-

forms the conflict in such a way that it sets up (aufstellen) a world and at 

the same time puts an earth there (herstellen). “By setting up a world and 

putting an earth there, the work is an incitement of this conflict.”27

According to what has been said above about the concept of world, the 

work of art setting up a world means that the work of art puts in front 

of us this meaningful totality, the disclosing of which is the prerequisite 

for us to be able to understand beings. The work of art does this, Heideg-

ger argues, by thereby putting an earth there in the sense of making it 

visible: “To put the earth there means: to bring it into the open as that 

which locks itself.”28 What is meant by earth? “Earth”, Heidegger says, is 

meant to designate exactly that “on which and in which the human be-

ing grounds its habitation”.29 But what is that on which and in which the 

human being grounds its habitation? Heidegger calls it “the massiveness 

and heaviness of the stone”, “the shining and darkening of the color”, “the 
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naming power of the word”, or the “silent hardness of the wood”.30 Thus 

Heidegger’s claim is that by means of the very process that constitutes 

the work of art, the rock first arrives at “supporting and resting, and in 

that way first becomes a rock; […] the colors arrive at shining, the sound at 

sounding, the word at saying”.31 

I think we can understand Heidegger’s concept of earth as follows: In 

his book Kant and the Problem of Metaphysics, Heidegger argues that that 

on which and in which the human being grounds its habitation is nothing 

but the beings themselves (in contrast with Being and Time, where it is the 

world itself that does not yet have a ground in the earth).32 Beings are that 

which the human being in his attitude towards those beings always already 

finds to be there “as that, which supports him, on which he is dependent”.33

In the essay on the work of art, he now interprets this thought in the 

following way. The fundamental beings, on which the human being is de-

pendent, are the beings that make a world of meaning possible for him: that 

is, the meaningful beings or, as we can also say, the meaningful material. 

Earth is Heidegger’s name for this meaningful material that underlies every 

meaningful totality. I.e. Heidegger’s name for, I quote again, “the massive-

ness and heaviness of the stone”, “the shining and darkening of the color”, 

“the naming power of the word”, or the “silent hardness of the wood”.

Now, Heidegger claims that the unity between world and earth is a 

conflicted one. The reason is that whenever a meaningful totality opens 

itself to us – for example the world of the peasant woman, which Heideg-

ger imagines in his contemplation of van Gogh’s painting,34 or the world 

of the Greeks that opens itself up to us in the contemplation of a Greek 

temple – then this event rests on the fact that that which the work of art 

is made out of – stone, wood, ore, color, language, sound – is given to us 

as meaningful material. The colors have to shine, the words have to have 

naming power, the sound has to sound. However, we cannot turn these 

things into objects that we can understand, because for us this meaning-

ful material is only what it is – that is, meaningful material – with refer-

ence to a world that is opened up.

The shining of the colors, the naming power of the words, designate 

that meaningful material, whose givenness is the prerequisite for the 

world of the peasant woman to be able to open itself up to us. But at the 

same time, this meaningful material is only given to us in exactly that 

process in which this world opens itself up to us. That means that we can-

not pull this givenness of meaningful material, from which the world of 

the peasant woman opens itself up to us, into our understanding of this 

world. It only shows itself to us in the understanding of this world as that 
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which always conceals itself. In that the colors are shining, we can under-

stand the world of the peasant woman, but we cannot understand the 

shining of the colors. We can measure the wavelengths of the colors, but 

then their shining is gone and therefore there is no meaningful material 

given any longer. We can put the stone on a scale and measure its weight, 

but then we only bring its heaviness into the calculation of a weight “and 

the pressing down has withdrawn itself from us”.35 There is no way of 

understanding that leads us from the stone that is simply at hand to its 

pressing down. And from the splotch of color that is simply at hand, no 

way of understanding leads us to its shining. “In this way, the earth lets 

every penetrating into it shatter on itself.”36

In the contemplation of a work of art, we therefore always perform 

a double motion: A double motion between the understanding of that 

world which the work of art opens up and the not-understanding of the 

meaningful material which opens up this world.37 It is exactly by perform-

ing such a double motion in the contemplation of a work of art that truth 

puts itself into the work for us. Through this double motion, the abyss-

structure of our truth-oriented understanding becomes explicit for us.

5. Art as Foundation of Truth: the Revolutionary Reading
In the contemplation of a work of art, we have argued, it is revealed to 

us that our truth-oriented understanding is characterized by a conflict: 

a conflict between understanding and not understanding, between suc-

ceeding and failing. That art has something to do with truth therefore 

does not simply mean that it tells us something true about the world. It 

rather means that art tells us something about the essence of truth, about 

its conflict-structure.

Heidegger thinks that it follows from this characterization of the work 

of art as an entity whose autonomy consists in the fact that it puts truth 

in this sense into the work, that truth is thereby founded and history 

grounded. Whenever art happens, says Heidegger, “a push comes into his-

tory”.38 How are we to understand this? And why should that be so?

In what follows, I will distinguish two readings of this thought. Each 

will attempt, in different ways, to give reasons for the connection be-

tween the truth of the work of art and its history-transforming character. 

I will call the first reading the revolutionary reading. Its main advocate is 

Richard Rorty. I will call the second reading the reflexive reading.

The revolutionary reading understands this thought as follows: works 

of art are entities that create a new language in the sense that they create 

new paths and references between concepts and propositions; and they 
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thereby open up a new understanding of the world. In doing that, they 

provide new standards for which decisions of understanding about be-

ings will from now on be meaningful or meaningless, right or wrong.39 

With this characterization of the foundational idea, the revolutionary 

reading is trying to capture Heidegger’s rhetoric of the upheaval and the 

enormous, which is impossible to miss in the essay on the work of art. 

Heidegger emphasizes again and again that the putting-itself-into-the-

work of the truth of the work of art is a process that “knocks open” an 

openness in which “everything is different than it otherwise is” and in 

which something shows itself to us that could “never be proved or de-

rived” from the previous.40 According to the revolutionary reading, this 

rhetoric is supposed to be captured by identifying the idea of the work of 

art founding truth with the idea of the work of art setting up a world. That 

means that the setting up of a meaningful totality, which the work of art 

achieves, is itself already interpreted as the event that founds truth.

But this means that according to this reading, art is characterized by the 

fact that it tells us something true, something that is a true understanding 

of the world. The true thing that art tells us is therefore of a special kind: 

It is not the truth of a single proposition, as it befits our ordinary under-

standing. The issue is rather the truth of a whole understanding of the 

world. And yet this reading claims that that which connects art with truth 

consists in the fact that it has something true as its content.

If art has something to do with truth in the sense that it depicts a new 

understanding of the world, then its transformative character would con-

sist in the fact that it leads the viewer to such a new understanding of the 

world, which gives history a “push”.

But this reading of the connection between truth and historical and 

political change is contradictory to Heidegger’s central characterization 

of art, according to which a work of art is not just simply about something 

true, but truth itself is at work: “In the work, truth is at work, therefore, 

not just something true.”41 According to Heidegger, the autonomy of the 

work of art is grounded in the fact, not that art has something true as its 

content but that it has the “essence of truth”, or, as Heidegger says at this 

point, “truth itself”, as its content. And because the essence of truth has 

the structure of a conflict, the unity of the work of art must also have the 

structure of a conflict. The revolutionary reading, however, does not take 

this thought of a conflict, a conflict between world and earth, into account. 

It only looks at the one side of Heidegger’s conception, namely, that the 

work of art sets up a world. But that the work of art only sets up this world 

in such a way that it puts an earth there at the same time, does not play 
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any role in this reading. According to Heidegger, the autonomy of art, 

however, lies in exactly that double character of art.

As I mentioned in the beginning, it is Heidegger’s program to make 

a synthesis possible: a synthesis between aesthetic autonomy, truth and 

world change. That means that if art has something to do with truth and 

world change then this has to be the case, according to Heidegger, exactly 

because art is autonomous. The revolutionary reading on the other hand 

can only connect art with truth and the idea of world change by giving 

up the idea of the autonomy of art. Because according to that reading, art 

is not structurally different from ordinary meaningful entities. It only 

differs from them by content: Art does not have, unlike ordinary mean-

ingful entities, individual truths as its content, but the truth of a whole 

understanding of the world. This, however, means that the revolutionary 

reading does not confirm anything else but that which every pure aesthet-

ics of autonomy claims over and over: The autonomy of art cannot be con-

nected with the thought that art could have something to do with truth 

and world change. A contradiction exists between autonomy on the one 

hand and truth and world change on the other. If the revolutionary read-

ing were correct, it would follow that Heidegger’s program of a synthesis 

of aesthetic autonomy, truth, and world change failed.

6. Art as Foundation of Truth: the Reflexive Reading
I would like to claim, in contrast to this, that Heidegger succeeds at such 

a synthesis. But in order to see this, one has to reconstruct the truth-claim 

of art and correspondingly its transforming character differently than the 

revolutionary reading does. In what follows, I would like to call this the 

reflexive reading.

The reflexive reading rests primarily on Heidegger’s fundamental char-

acterization of the essence of art as an entity whose autonomy consists in 

the fact that the work of art puts a conflict into the work. So the work of 

art does not simply set up a world, but it sets up this world in exactly such 

a way that it performs a conflict with the earth and thereby makes this 

conflict visible. Of this conflict, Heidegger says that it is the conflict of truth 

itself, of truth in the sense of its essence. It therefore has to be crucial for the 

thought that art “founds” truth and thereby “grounds history”, and that the 

work of art does not simply found truth by setting up a meaningful totality, 

but by making this meaningful totality visible as a moment of a conflict. 

Therefore, if we want to account for Heidegger’s thought that the foun-

dation of truth should spring from the essence of art and not, as the revol-

utionary reading alleges, just one of its two essential traits – namely the 
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setting up of a world – then the truth that it founds has to have exactly 

this conflict as its content. But then it follows that the truth that art founds 

has to be a reflexive truth: namely, the truth about the conflict-structure of 

our truth-oriented understanding itself.42

Art makes the conflict-structure of truth visible to us by showing that the 

totality of sense which is decisive for us here and now is one that does not 

have its ground in itself. By showing that this totality of sense has a ground 

which cannot be pulled into this totality of sense, it bestows on us, to put it 

traditionally, an awareness of our finitude: namely, a consciousness that we, 

as the beings as which we understand ourselves here and now, are depend-

ent on something whose givenness we cannot provide ourselves with.

To come to know the truth about the structure of our truth-oriented 

understanding is an event that indeed changes our “ordinary relations to 

the world and to the earth”.43 Art has an essentially transformative power. 

The transformative power that the experience of art has for our ordinary 

understanding, however, does not consist in the fact that we gain a differ

ent understanding of the world. It rather consists in this: by art making 

the structure of our understanding of the world clear to us, we gain a dif

ferent attitude towards our understanding of the world. 

It is not an essential part of the experience of art that through it, we 

understand the world differently. But it is an essential part of this experi-

ence that through it we understand our understanding of the world differ-

ently: we now understand that our understanding of the world has an in 

principle fragile character because by its nature it is dependent on factors 

which are beyond our control. Through art we gain an awareness that our 

understanding of the world rests on a ground which is not at our disposal, 

but on which we are dependent and which is beyond us.

Gaining such an awareness “grounds history” in a specific sense: not 

in the sense in which the revolutionary reading understands it, namely, 

that art produces subjects who have a new understanding of the world on 

the basis of which they create a new historical epoch. That art grounds 

history rather means, according to the reflexive reading, that it produces 

subjects who have an awareness of the ground of their own understand-

ing of the world and therefore of history. That is, an awareness that their 

understanding of the world rests on a ground which escapes being at their 

understanding’s disposal.

The revolutionary reading seems to me to be the prevalent way in 

which, in aesthetics, art’s relation to truth is connected with its transform-

ing character. But if one understands Heidegger the way the revolutionary 

reading does, one has to deny that art is autonomous. That is, one has to 
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deny that it is made up in a way that is structurally different from other 

meaningful entities in that the meaningful material in art does not ex-

haust itself in being the carrier of a meaning.

If, however, one understands Heidegger in the way the reflexive read-

ing does, then he really achieved a synthesis between aesthetic autonomy, 

truth and world change. Art, then, really is everything at the same time: 

it is autonomous, that is, its meaning-carrying material does not exhaust 

itself in that it is serviceable to a meaning; it has something to do with 

truth, namely, with the essence of truth and exactly because of this it has 

a transforming character.

The aesthetic viewer therefore does indeed play all three roles at the 

same time: he is someone who contemplates, someone who moves back 

and forth in his contemplation of the work of art between understanding 

and not-understanding. He is an epistemic subject, who comes to know 

the essence of truth. And he is someone who is being changed: a subject 

that exhausts itself in its present understanding of the world is changed 

into a subject which has an awareness of the fragility of its understanding 

of the world.

Autonomous art, truth, and change therefore form a unity. But this uni-

ty does not aim directly at changing the world, but it aims at a change in 

our relation to the world.

Translation from German: Sibylle Salewski
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